NEW NORMAL EDUCATION: STRUGGLE IS REAL!
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New normal education is truly demanding. It really costs an arm and a leg.

If you have browsed your feed online, you would probably read rants of students having hard time studying, suffering mentally, and problematic with their finances. Same is true when you hear the cry of the parents be it poor or rich family. The struggle is evident from having poor connection, overlapping school and home works, no guardian to guide, can't understand the instructions, and many more. Even teachers do have sentiments as they see that it is quite harder than traditional face to face learning.

However, no matter how much we wanted to bring back the before times this is already the situation. We just have to live it and wait for everything to be better again. The land will soon be healed and the schools will reopen giving us a vibe of missing it at its finest.

No one is excuse in this battle brought by pandemic and the challenges provided by the new normal education, but one thing is all we can do and that is to continue the education till everything goes better again. Who knows by the end we have reached so far, a distance?
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